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Review of Melina of London

Review No. 124051 - Published 18 Feb 2017

Details of Visit:

Author: Confuscius
Location 2: Victoria
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 8 Feb 2017 0:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Neutral

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

As previously described

The Lady:

Bottle blonde,30 something, nationality unstated but most probably EE but with more rounded facial
characteristics highly fancied in India, Middle East and North Africa, tall, slightly Amazonian in
physique, very large breasts, fully shaved between legs. New photos now on the HoD website are
slightly more transparent than the previous opaque images.  

The Story:

Friendly and pleasant company with lots of chit chat in almost perfect English but Melina went like
the clappers in the first few minutes and I had to slow her down to avoid a premature ending. Also I
had to ask for FK and OWO when neither service seemed forthcoming contrary to what her profile
says - as usual I was freshly washed and had copious amounts of strong mints in my mouth in the
run up to and during our time together. When I asked, she'd delivered these services to a very high
standard but I didn't like having to ask and I suspect many other punters would have felt the same.
She was adamant though that she doesn't do cim and has never done despite this being a service
listed on her profile at the time of my visit and, at the time of writing this report, is still showing. I
didn't try testing whether she gave rimming which was also listed in case of disappointment.

I'm giving the neutral recommendation as it is probable that some punters will be disappointed
seeing her though it is likely that some will be delighted. She has one other PNet review (no
121734)which isn't linked to her profile but is slightly more generous than I though similarly subtly
caveated.
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